
                                      

 

Fusion of EDS and BSE Image  

1. Introduction 
 

This tutorial is part of the PerGeos Training course, and will detail how to do the so-called fusion between an EDS and a 
BSE image. Both can have different resolution. 

The goal of this fusion is to study the grain size distribution and mineral shapes based on the mineralogy information 
coming from the EDS image, using the high resolution BSE image, since EDS is most of the time of a lower resolution. 

The data is courtesy of Dr Stefan Loehr, Macquarie University, Australia 

 

  
BSE image, resolution : 16624x 16647, 264 MB   EDS image, resolution : 16896 x 16896, 272 MB 

 

 

 

  



                                      

 

2. Applying the Fusion EDS – BSE recipe 
The fusion EDS-BSE Recipe contains all the needed steps. However, special care should be given to the registration one, 
since the Optimizer step often requires an adjustment. 

 

  



                                      

 

 Initial displacement between the images 

Remove Small Holes 
Designed to facilitate the grain separation. Here a value of 40 is used. 

 

Separate Objects 
A marker extent of 2 will give good results during the grain separation 

 

Register Images 
The Optimizer initial Step will need to be reduced to around 200 µm since the images are not far from each other. 

  

  



                                      

 

3. Analysis 
 

Now that both images are correctly registered and fusioned, it is possible to extract statistics and use the mineralogy 
information from the EDS image.  

Note : PerGeos 2.0 will come with a dedicated import function for Nanomin, the EDS analyzer from the MAPS Mineralogy 
software. This import function will allow the user to directly retrieve mineral names and colors in PerGeos. 

 

 

Each of the identified grain has received the most representative mineral 

  



                                      

 

Grain size distribution 
 

A Label analysis on the resulting image will give around 64300 different grains 

  

 

 

 

  

Arbitrary colors represent adjacent grains 

Grain Size Distribution   

Colors represent grain size 



                                      

 

 

Grain size classification 
 

A Sieve analysis on the resulting label image will segregate the different grains into 3 classes. 

 

  

 

 

  

Classification into 3 different classes 



                                      

 

Shape factors  
 

An Analysis Filter on the resulting label image will segregate the different classes depending on their size or length. 

  

Area < 3000 µm2 Area > 20000 µm2 

Elongated grains 



                                      

 

Mineral -grain association  
 

All grains corresponding to one mineral can easily be extracted with an Arithmetic module ( A == mineral ID) 

4.  

Quartz ( Mineral 234 ) 

Quartz size distribution ( colors represent grain size) 
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